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	Develop, debug and profile your C++ applications using the MinGW open source software


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to use MinGW with new projects, and how to integrate it with old ones.
	
		Learn how to integrate your applications with well-known, open source, GUI libraries.
	
		Vital tips on how to use the most popular open source Integrated Development Environment systems with MinGW



	In Detail


	If you need stable, dynamically developed, and easy-to-configure instrumentation for application development, look no further than MinGW. It supplies all the dynamic tools you need to enable you to develop Microsoft Windows applications, while allowing for easy integration with the software that you already use.


	This book will give you the expert guidance you will need to start developing applications with Instant MinGW. As well as help you to become an experienced user of MinGW, the book will also detail some of the more common pitfalls that beginners face when first using the software, and more importantly, how to avoid them yourself.


	This book will help you through the installation process, and help introduce you to compilation, debugging, and profiling with MinGW. It will guide you in importing existing projects developed with Visual C++ Integrated Development Environment to MinGW, and show you how to start using it to develop your current projects with minimal effort.


	With Instant MinGW Starter, you will gain a reliable, comprehensive, and supremely beneficial introduction to the MinGW software, and quickly learn how to use it for new, and old, projects.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		How to quickly install and configure the MinGW.
	
		Debug and profile your C++ applications with MinGW.
	
		Effective ways to build complex applications with GNU Make utility.
	
		Import existing Visual C++ project to MinGW software.
	
		Develop cross-platform, GUI library, based applications.
	
		Integration of well-known open source IDE systems with MinGW toolset.



	Approach


	Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do for you, and then get to work with the most important features and tasks. This is a Starter guide designed to enable the reader to start using MinGW to develop Microsoft Windows applications as quickly, and as efficiently, as possible.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for C and C++ developers who are looking for new and effective instruments to use in application development for Microsoft Windows. No experience of MinGW is needed: this book will guide you through the essentials to get you using the software like a pro in a matter of hours.
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Extending BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2014

	Understand Bootstrap and unlock its secrets to build a truly customized project!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use themes to improve your user experience
	
		Improve your workflow with LESS and Grunt.js
	
		Get to know the most useful third- party Bootstrap plugins


...
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Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Covering the popular video editing and DVD authoring software that is used by 3.5 million users, "Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!" is a visual guide that will have you up and running in no time. With the many enhancements of Pinnacle Studio 9, this book is not only suitable for beginners, but also for users of Pinnacle looking to brush up on...
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Scalable VoIP Mobility: Integration and DeploymentNewnes, 2009
Today's businesses, big and small, are faced with the large scale restructuring concerning daily communications. Enterprises are moving from the standard wired telephony to wired and wireless communication via internet protocol (IP), Wi-Fi, and cellular services. With the stabilization of these networks and the availability of dual-mode handsets...
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Secure Your Network for FreeSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the only book to clearly demonstrate how to get big dollar security for your network using freely available tools. This is a must have book for any company or person with a limited budget.

Network security is in a constant struggle for budget to get things done. Upper management wants thing to be secure but doesnt want to pay for...
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The Lady Tasting Tea: How Statistics Revolutionized Science in the Twentieth CenturyW. H. Freeman, 2001
Science is inextricably linked with mathematics. Statistician David  Salsburg examines the development of ever-more-powerful statistical methods  for determining scientific truth in The Lady Tasting Tea, a series  of historical and biographical sketches that illuminate without alienating  the mathematically timid. Salsburg, who has worked...
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Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet Filtering (Information Revolution and Global Politics)MIT Press, 2008
This book is a testament to collaboration. About five years ago, it became clear to several of us—at the University of Cambridge, Harvard Law School, and the University of Toronto—that we might accomplish more by working together, across institutions and continents, than we could by going it alone. Since that time, the Oxford Internet...
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